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Abstract:  Cost of living,monetary cost of maintaining a particular standard of living,usually measured by calculating the average 

cost of numbers of a number of specific goods and service required by a particular group.The goods and service used as indexes 

may be the minimum necessary to preserve health or may be what is considered for a given average income group,depending on 

the purposes of index This project is used to analyze the cost of living in different countries .In this project we analyze the amount 

of money needed to survive in different geographical areas and comparing the cost of living in different areas and also we analyze 

the cheapest and the most expensive places in the world.This project includes Geo spatial analysis and also analysis the cost of 

essential items and quality of life . 
 
Index Terms - Data Science, Bubble mapping, Top N and Bottom N analysis, Analysation of the output and recommendation 

of better cities . 

I. INTRODUCTION 

                               Global Cost of living is used to analyze the data of different countries and different goods and other services 

using data science and geo spatial representation for better reviewing purposes By knowing the cost of living it is easy to suggest a 

better place and also helps to know the cost of essentials for living . The data set of different countries is extracted and the data can 

be arranged according to the user's needs. This project also includes the geospatial representation  , this is used for analyzing or 

comparing the different countries.Using data science, the unstructured data is organized in a structured manner according to the user's 

needs. The project also describes the quality of life and cost of essential items.This project aims to compare and suggest better lifestyle 
factors 

Ⅱ. EXISTING SYSTEM:  
                               The existing system is used to compare the cost of living in a few ways, the unstructured data is 

organized either in ascending or descending order. The comparison of the unstructured data does not make the comparison in an 

easier way.So, the data is organized in structured way or manner for easy way of comparing or analyzing of the different 

countries.The data is processed or arranged using Python language and the processed data is organized in two ways and the 

structured format data is used to compare the living essentials , the algorithm used in the existing system is sorting and some other 

modules like numpy, matplotlib etc.The existing system program runs in the pycharm and the predata set is imported using the 

import module and the data set is organized using sorting and list,dict comparison. 

Ⅲ.  PROPOSED SOLUTION: 

In the existing system the data or the number of countries are limited and the data arrangement was in 

two ways this caused difficulty in comparing and analyzing the life essentials and difficult to compare the particular country or 

cities.Use of python which makes the code to run slower. In the existing system there is no comparison of geo spatial or heat map 

representation.In the proposed solution the comparison between the countries are more than 150 and the data visualization like geo 

spatial and heat map gives a lot of view for comparing the life essentials and the analyzing the data and analyzing the quality of life 

of different countries and suggest the better place of living .In this project, data visualization is used. For analyzing the data we use  

Top N and Bottom N analysis and other modules like seaborn , folium , numpy,matplotlib.pyplot,geopy,ploty.express,nominatim etc. 

In this project we compare the different lifestyles in India. 
 

Ⅳ. LITERATURE SURVEY: 

Living is the most expensive in the Bermudas and cheapest in Angola. In our ranking of 112 countries 

all around the world the USA comes 20th. The cost of living is periodically calculated in nearly representative baskets of consumer 

goods. But many factors are complicating a worldwide comparison. E.g. typical apartments don't have a standard size nor fittings. 

Even the quality of a branded packet of butter isn't the same in the Third World. Consequently, comparisons like this have to be 

accepted with caution. .Additionally, the average income of the single country should play a role in a cost comparison like this.We 

adjusted the average cost of living inside the USA (based on 2020) to an index of 100. All other countries are related to this index. 
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Therefore with an index of e.g. 80, the usual expenses in another country are 20% less than inside the United States.The monthly 

income (please do not confuse it with a wage or salary) is calculated from the gross national income per capita.The calculated 

purchasing power index is again based on a value of 100 for the United States. If it is higher, people can afford more based on the 

cost of living in relation to income. If it is lower, the population is less wealthy.The job landscape for Data Scientists is promising. 

According to the US Bureau of Labour Statistics, by 2026, there will be roughly 11.5 million job openings [1]. These numbers 

suggest that companies outside Silicon Valley recognize the importance of data professionals to their business. As a result, both 

experienced professionals and those in a career change to Data Science can expand their horizons. Although Silicon Valley is still 

the number one area for data professionals and with the highest average salaries — it’s not the only option.Based on the growing 

demand in different industries, the list of cities below are on a positive trend for Data Scientists. Some of the factors influencing 

the list below include the number of hiring companies, government investment, collaboration between academia and industry as 

well as salary. Interestingly, leading cities are no longer exclusively English-speaking. Investments in Data Professionals and 

Artificial Intelligence are also directed to French-speaking areas. The French-speaking trend might gain thrust now that the UK has 

left the European Union.2 

Ⅴ.  Architecture diagram: 

                    
Ⅵ. Data Collection: 

                             I set-out to scrape web-pages that would help me compute an overall cost of living estimate 

(food,education,Transport, etc.), but half-way through I found a website called Kaggle. Kaggle collects and shares the maximum, 

minimum, and average value of various cost estimates provided by users. I used Scrapy, a web scraping framework, to gather cost 

of living estimates kaggle allows users to find and publish data sets, explore and build models in a web-based data-science 

environment, work with other data scientists and machine learning engineers, and enter competitions to solve data science 

challenges 

                                                       
                                                            Fig.1: Data science block diagram  

 

 

Ⅶ. Data Aggregation : 

                         Data aggregation is the process of gathering data and presenting it in a summarized format. The data may be gathered 

from multiple data sources with the intent of combining these data sources into a summary for data analysis.In aggregation, raw 

data can be gathered and aggregated over a given time period to provide statistics, such as a high and low, an average, total sum 

and more.Data aggregation is useful for everything from finance or business strategy decisions to product, pricing, operations, and 

marketing strategies. In these we aggregate the all objects of the  food ,education,travel,lifestyle etc for providing easy 

comparison.Then we create a new group by function on the countries and compare the lifestyle of different countries. 
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                                                                    Fig.2: Data Aggregation 

Ⅷ. Top N and Bottom N analysis: 

Top N or Bottom N chart refers to the first ones and last ones, where N is a value selected by the user that can be static or controlled 

by a parameter. For example, we can compute the first or last 5 customers depending on the values of their orders.We compare the 

top 5 and bottom 5 countries by considering all the domains like food,travel, education, income etc.We use different libraries like 

plt.rcParams, plt.subplot, sns.barplot etc for this analysis. 

 
                                                              Fig.3:Top N and Bottom N output 
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                                                                     Fig.4:Top N and Bottom N output 

 

 

Ⅸ. Geo spatial/ Bubble map representation:  

Geospatial data typically combines location information (usually coordinates on the earth) 

and attribute information (the characteristics of the object, eventor phenomena concerned) with temporal information (the time or 

life span at which the location and attributes exist).understanding human spatial cognition lying under the use of geospatial 

representations,designing the representations to be effective in meaningful use cases,innovating fluent means to construct the 

representations and evaluating usefulness and usability of the representations.We use the folium library and using the top range in 

which parameters are used   

 
                                                      Fig.5: Representation of bubble map 
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                                                              Fig.6: Sample output of the Comparison of cities 

Ⅹ. Result & analysis: 

                        We analyze the expensive and cheapest living style in the output.The recommendation of cities is based on 6 factors 

of a city, based on the values of 6 factors the cities were recommended.From this project we analyze the change of purchasing 

power, lifestyle, income and other various factors  

 
                                                                 Fig.7:Showing the sample output of cheapest cities 
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                                                                     Fig.8:Showing the sample output of expensive cities 

 
                                                                  Fig.9:Showing the sample output of recommendation of better cities 

  

Ⅺ. Conclusion: 
By knowing the cost of living, someone can easily search or suggest a better place for living according to their lifestyle and other 

factors like income,expenses. The projects compares of 161 countries and 55 life essential factors. By converting the unstructured 

data into structured ways or according to the user need and shows a better comparison of different countries and also compares the 

lifestyle factors of Indian cities .We also show the purchasing power of the city and crime rate, quality of life , health care facilities, 

pollution . The top N and bottom N analysis is used for knowing the top and bottom 5 countries in flow chart or table form.The 

most expensive and least /cheapest cities in the world will be shown on various factors by taking/ considering this factors we also 

recommend the better cities. we add three different data sets of analyzing the cost of living. In this we show some geo spatial and 

heat map representation this suggest a better comparison of different countries  
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